PRODUCT FEATURES:
- CERTIFIED TO EN 1433 LOAD CLASS C 250 KN 56,200 LBS.
- SUITABLE TO USE WITH (4") NW/100 CHANNELS.
- MANUFACTURED FROM GALvanized STEEL.
- COMPLIES WITH ADA - AMERICAN DISABILITIES ACT.

INSTALLATION:
- THE TRENCH DRAIN SYSTEM AND SLOT TOPs SHALL BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MANUFACTURER'S INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

SLOT TOP ASYMETRIC FILCOTEN® LIGHT/TEC/PRO 100 (4")
SPECIFICATION:
FILCOTEN PAve SLOT TOP FOR NW/100 TRENCH DRAINS, HEAVY DUTY, (LOAD CLASS C 250 KN), GALvanized STEEL. THE REINFORCED SLOT TOP IS 4.84" (123MM) WIDE, 39.40" (1000MM) LONG, 5.24" (133MM) HIGH, 11.9 LBS (5.4 KG) WEIGHT. FILCOTEN PAVE HAS THE SLOT 0.49" (12.5MM) WIDE, AND IS ADA COMPLIANT AND CLASS C - FOR COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS. THE SLOT TOP AND MAINTENANCE UNIT ARE SUITABLE TO USE WITH NOMINAL WIDTH 4" (100MM) TRENCH DRAINS. GALvanized STEEL MANUFACTURED AND TESTED ACCORDING TO EN1433 - CE CERTIFIED.

NOTES:
1. INSTALLATION TO BE COMPLETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS.
2. DO NOT SCALE DRAWING.
3. THIS DRAWING IS INTENDED FOR USE BY ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS, CONSULTANTS AND DESIGN PROFESSIONALS FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY.
4. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN WAS CURRENT AT THE TIME OF DEVELOPMENT BUT MUST BE REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY THE PRODUCT MANUFACTURER TO BE CONSIDERED ACCURATE.